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ABSTRACT The model of the submersible used in this study
uses a rudder and stern plane configuration of. the

A multivariable feedback control system is so-called cruciform type. Submersibles use a cru-
designed for a submersible. The control variables ciform stern with mechanically slaved upper and
are the bow, rudder, and differential stern control lower rudders, and mechanically slaved port and
surfaces; these are dynamically coordinated so as starboard stern planes. The advantage of this cru-
to cause the vehicle to follow independent and ciform stern plane configuration is that it allows
simultaneous commanded changes in yaw rate, depth for intuitive actions on the part of a human opera-
rate, pitch attitude, and roll angle. Two designs tor for desired ship motion. For example, if it is
were evaluated using a nonlinear submersible simu- desired to rise or dive, all the human operator has
lation. One used all four control variables so that to do is command rise or dive on the stern planes.
active roll control was possible. The other used A similar situation occurs if the operator desires
only three control variables, and active roll to turn.
control was not employed. Both feedback systems
were designed using the Linear Quadratic Gaussian A major drawback to this stern configuration is
(LQG) with Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR) design that there is no opportunity to actively control
methodology so as to meet similar design specifica- the submersible roll angle. A submersible has a
tions in the frequency domain. Both the linearized natural tendency to roll by a significant amount
models, and the non-linear simulation have shown during a turn. The so-called "snap roll" of a
that active roll control yields a very significant turning submarine is a nonlinear function of the
improvement in submersible performance. Active speed and the rudder displacement angle, and is
roll control minimized unwanted depth changes in induced by complex hydrodynamic forces and moments.
difficult commanded trajectory scenarios. The detrimental effects of non-zero roll angles are

due to the fact that they result in undesirable
depth changes, and it becomes even more difficult

INTRODUCTION to turn while, at the same time, maintaining a
desired pitch and/or depth rate command. Hence, if

This paper summarizes the results of a feasibi- methods are utilized to reduce the snap roll, the
lity study, (1), related to the design of multi- ability to maintain ordered depth during a maneuver
variable feedback control systems for deeply is greatly enhanced. It is important to keep in
submerged submersibles. Present submersibles have mind that the large length of a submersible (over
minimal automatic control capabilities. Research three hundred feet) translates to a very limited
and development efforts are underway to examine the tolerance for depth errors that compromise the
benefits of closed loop control for maneuvering safety of the submersible and/or its missions.
submersibles. A key issue that has received little
attention is: what are the benefits of providing By unslaving the port and starboard planes, and
for independent active roll control of a submer- by commanding their deflections independently, it
sible by modification of the stern control is possible to actively control the submersible
surfaces? The objective of our feasibility study roll angle while maintaining pitch control. Also,
was to examine this important issue. the deflections of the bow (fairwater) plane can be

coordinated with those of the stern planes to pro-
vide additional control in the longitudinal axis.

1. Research conducted at the MIT Laboratory for It is obviously hard for a human operator to com-
Information and Decision Systems, with support pro- mand coordinated changes in four control surfaces
vided by the Office of Naval Research under simultaneously. This provides the motivation for
Contract ONR/N00014-82-K-0582(NR606-003). studying the automatic multivariable feedback

control problem for maneuvering.
2. Naval Sea Systems Command, Code 55W31,
Washington, D. C. 20362. The majority of previous controller designs for

submersibles used classical single-input single-
3. Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, output (SISO) techniques, decoupling the longitudi-
MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139. nal and lateral axes, and using only stern and

rudder control. There have been a limited number of
4. Department of Electrical Engineering and multi-input multi-output (MIMO) designs for full
Computer Science, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139. scale submersibles that can be found in the open



literature, (4)-(8). In these studies active active roll control in particular, for full scale
control of the roll angle, using differential stern submersibles. The resultant LQG/LTR designs must be
plane deflections, was not considered. further refined and analyzed before they are imple-

mented in an actual submersible control system.
In this paper we use the MIMO LQG/LTR design

methodology, (2), (3), to design two multivariable MODELING
feedback control systems. One design utilizes
independent control of the port and starboard stern The controller design procedure begins with the
planes to achieve active roll control, while the expression of the equations of motion in linear
other design does not. The two feedback systems time invariant state space form. The nonlinear,
are supposed to cause the submersible to follow multivariable system that represents the submer-
demanding maneuvering trajectories in response to sible is described by:
simultaneous commands in desired pitch, depth rate,
and yaw rate. The desired roll angle is zero. d x(t) - f(x(t),u(t))
Similar command-following specifications were posed dt (1)
for both designs in the frequency domain. The
bandwidth was selected so that excessive saturation Y(t) = g(x(t))
of the control surfaces was avoided. In both cases
the design model for the submersible was obtained where:
by linearizing the nonlinear differential equations
of motion at high speed. The resulting LQG/LTR x(t) is the state vector
designs were evaluated using a full-scale nonlinear u(t) is the control vector
simulation of the submersible dynamics at the y(t) is the output vector
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory.

The state vector for the submersible must
The simulation results demonstrate that the use include the six degrees of freedom from the vehicle

of active roll control can have a very significant coordinate system, the desired position variables
impact on the performance of the submersible, even to locate the submersible with respect to a fixed
in difficult turning maneuvers for a human opera- coordinate system, and the three Euler angles which
tor. Active roll control can reduce, by a least a describe the relationship of the motion of the sub-
factor of two, undesirable depth excursions when mersible with respect to the two coordinate
compared to the design that does not actively systems. Figure 1 shows the submersible reference
control the snap roll. Also we have found that the system used. References (9) to (12) provide
LQG/LTR compensator is quite robust to the changes guidance on the development of the submarine dyna-
in the submersible dynamics during a maneuver, mics.
where actual speeds can drop by as much as 35 per-
cent. Thus we conjecture that a full-envelope TABLE 1 DEFINITIONS OF SUBMERSIBLE STATES AND
design can be confidently carried out by simply CONTROL VARIABLES
gain-scheduling the parameters of the LQG/LTR com-
pensator as a function of measured submersible for- Submersible States
ward speed, along the lines suggested by Lively,
(4). u = xl(t) forward velocity (ft/sec)

v = x2(t) lateral velocity (ft/sec)
The remainder of this paper is organized as w = x3(t) vertical velocity (ft/sec)

follows. Section 2 overviews the modeling issues p = x4(t) roll rate (rad/sec)
and the definition of the linearized dynamics used q = x5(t) pitch rate (rad/sec)
to design the feedback controller. In Section 3 we r = x6(t) yaw rate (rad/sec)
present the step-by-step procedure that we have ~ = x7(t) roll angle (radians)
used to derive the multivariable LQG/LTR 0 = xs(t) pitch angle (radians)
compensators; we augment the natural submersible
dynamics with integrators so as to enforce zero Control Variables
steady-state errors to constant commands and/or
disturbances. The quality of the linearized 6b bow/fairwater planes (radians)
designs is judged by the shapes of the singular 5r rudder deflection (+ left) (radians)
values of the loop and closed-loop transfer func- 8s1 port stern plane defection (radians)
tion matrices in the frequency domain. We show how (+ down)
to select the weighting matrices associated with 8s2 starboard stern plane deflection (radians)
the LQG/LTR design so that the desired target (+ down)
designs, defined by the singular values of the
Kalman Filter loop, have identical behavior at both
low and high frequencies. Section 4 presents and
interprets the results of the nonlinear simulations
and contains a discussion of the quantitative bene-
fits of using active roll control.

In closing, we stress that the results pre-
sented in this paper represent only a limited
feasibility study on the potential benefits of
using multivariable control in general, and of
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will be investigated. The four output variables
selected are depth rate i, yaw rate ~ roll angle 0,
and pitch angle 0.

-I oRIZONTAL With the output variables determined, and the A
and B matrices calculated from the linearization,

£u the state space description of the model is now
complete and takes the form

x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t)
(2)

- yt C x(t),

where the output vector Z(t) is given by

,t- y(t) = [¢(t) @(t) $(t) 1(t)]T (3)

Figure 1 Sketch showing positive directions of
axes, angles, velocities, forces, As mentioned previously, there are four
and moments possible control variables. These are 8sl, 6s2,

6r, and 6b. Figure 2 illustrates the control sur-
face configurations used in this research.

These nonlinear differential equations can then be
linearized through the following fairly straight- The use of modal analysis allowed the for-
forward numerical technique. A nominal point is mulation of the prerequisites necessary to pursue
chosen for the design by integrating the nonlinear the LQG/LTR design methodology. These prerequisi-
equations of motion using a specified set of ini- tes are that the open loop linear model be detec-
tial conditions. An equilibrium point is found table and stabilizable, and that the location of
that corresponds to minimum accelerations for all nonminimum phase zeros be known. For a detailed
the state variables determined from the integration description of the analysis of the linear model,
of the equations of motion. The values of the refer to reference (1). The numerical values for
state variables at the equilibrium point then spe- the A and B matrices are included in Appendix A.
cify a nominal point, about which higher order The open-loop model of the linearized submersible
terms may be neglected. From these results, a set dynamics is stable and minimum-phase.
of linear differential equations may then be pro-
duced, the A and B matrices calculated, and a state The final issue associated with the linear
space description of the submersible model model is that of scaling. It is now widely appre-
produced. ciated that in multivariable designs the control

and output variables must be scaled so that
The nominal point chosen for this research controls and tracking errors, expressed in dif-

corresponds to a level submersible trajectory at ferent physical units, can be compared fairly.
high speed. The rudder deflection, 6r, can be set
at arbitrary angles to cause the submersible to The scaled control variables were established
turn at different rates, and to roll at different as follows. We used physical saturation limits on
angles. This attempts to determine the open loop the control surfaces: 20 degrees for the bow
sensitivity of the submersible to roll, which has a planes, 30 degrees for the rudder, and 25 degrees
significant effect on the depth of a submersible in for the stern planes. After transforming from
a turning maneuver. radians to degrees, the scaled controls were set as

follows:
For each nominal point determined, the

resulting linear model was validated by perturbing one unit of bow = 0.667 units of rudder
the nominal point of the linear and nonlinear = 0.8 units of stern.
models, and comparing the time histories of the
state parameters. Provided the perturbations are The scaled outputs were first derived by
not excessive, the nonlinear model will return to changing radians to degrees. Then, in terms of the
the equilibrium point. The linear model, however, performance of the control system, it was judged
will not return to its equilibrium point resulting that a 1 deg/sec error in either yaw rate or depth
from the non-zero forces imposed by the control rate was 10 times more serious than a 1 degree
forces, and the absence of nonlinear hydrodynamic error in roll or pitch angle. Thus the scaled out-
effects. puts were set as follows:

The comparisons of selected nonlinear and one unit of pitch = one unit of roll
linear models and state variables showed excellent = 0.1 unit of yaw rate
correlation, thus validating the linearized models. = 0.1 unit of depth rate.
For further details, refer to reference (1).

The resultant scaled model was used in the
Since it is desired to control the submersible designs that will be described in the sequel.

during maneuvering situations, a rate controller
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reference commands and the measured outputs, and
was selected to be in the neighborhood of 0.5
rad/sec. based on desired actuator dynamics and
saturation limits (1). Although not explicitly
stated as a performance specification, from the
performance aspect, it is desirable to have all

+dSl 1 i -dS2 singular values cross over at about the same fre-
quency. Also, on the high frequency side, the
controller must be capable of rejecting noise and

j be robust to high frequency modeling errors. Noise
sources generally originate from the environment,

/F t or from the sensor itself. Sensor noise typically
occurs at a higher frequency than the system band-
width and should not affect the dynamics of the
submersible since ship eigenvalues will typically

-7 H- +dR lie in the lower frequency band.

Figure 2 View from Stern Showing Rudder The LQG/LTR Design Methodology
and Differential Sternplanes

The multivariable LQG/LTR design methodology
consists of four major steps (2), (3).

MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
The first step is the development of a low fre-

Introduction quency model of the nominal plant and determination
of modeling uncertainties.

As stated earlier, a controller is designed
using the LQG/LTR design methodology. The singular The modeling uncertainty in the nominal model
value loop shaping approach is used to obtain due to sensor noise, unmodeled submersible dyna-
desirable singular values of the system transfer mics, and actuator dynamics, is assumed to be con-
function matrix to meet the specifications of per- centrated at high frequencies (in this study,
formance and robustness to plant uncertainties and higher than 10 rad/sec). Fixing the crossover fre-
modeling errors. quency of the singular values of the loop transfer

function matrix will determine the significance of
Controller Specifications the unmodeled dynamics, and the ability of the

~~- plant to meet command following specifications.
Performance specifications outlined in this

research are not all encompassing and reflect a The second step of the design process
simplified submersible control system. The perfor- establishes the low frequency performance require-
mance requirements are driven by the intuitive ments. The state space block diagram of the com-
engineering approach to obtain good command pensated plant is shown in Figure 3.
following, good system response, robustness, and
disturbance rejection. These performance require-
ments are met through loop shaping techniques.

Two performance requirements are imposed on the
controller design. First, the steady state error r * i(s) I AI(
to step commands and step disturbances is to be Ks
zero. Second, the maximum crossover frequency is
limited by the ability of the submersible to
respond and by the rate at which the compensator
deflects the control surfaces.

The zero steady state requirement is met by
placing integrators in each of the control chan- Figure 3 Block Diagram of a MIMO Compensated Plant
nels. This is necessitated because we plan to use
the version of the LQG/LTR design methodology which
breaks the loop at the plant output, or equiva- where:
lently, at the error channel. In this manner, the
integrators will then become part of the compen- r(s) = reference signal or command input vector
sator which precedes the plant in the feedback e(s) = error signal vector
loop. Note that the use of integral control in the u(s) = control vector to the plant
input channels does not prevent the specification y(s) = output vector of the plant
for maximum crossover frequency from being met. d(s) = disturbance vector at the plant output

K(s) = compensator transfer function matrix

The maximum crossover frequency of the compen- G(s) = augmented plant transfer matrix
sator determines the rapidity of the control sur-
face deflections based on the error signals which The transfer matrix G(s) contains the nominal
are generated by the difference between the low frequency model Gp(s) and any augmenting
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dynamics Ga(s), and is defined the nominal design crossover, the response of the outputs with respect
model. Thus to sensor noise can be minimized and stability-

robustness enhanced if the maximum singular value
.G(s) - p(S) Ga(s) (4) of G(s)K(s) is small with respect to unity.

Augmenting the dynamics of the submersible Combining the above conditions, we essentially
control system normally serves a dual purpose. One impose high and low frequency barriers on the
is to partially model the actuator dynamics to make singular value plots of the loop transfer function
the model as accurate as possible and to achieve matrix G(s)K(s), as shown in Figure 5.
desirable rolloff beyond crossover for stability-
robustness. The other is to include integrators to
cause the compensator to permit the submersible to
achieve zero steady state error to step inputs and >ag
disturbances (i.e., perfect command following at
DC). The 'actuator dynamics are above the maximum
expected crossover frequency, and thus are l
neglected. This is perfectly valid as long as the
rolloff above crossover is fast enough and satis-
fies the robustness criteria.

/"PfORMaNO

A block diagram of the augmented model appears x/uAfrn I\ 

in Figure 4. It is seen that the integrators are ,
placed in the control channels. The mathematics of \ \ oUNCszNsM
the augmented states are manipulated in such a way oNE
as to provide a means to achieve the desired Kalman
Filter open loop shapes .FOL(s) .Samjl \ \w1

Figure 5 Plot of Desired Singular Value Shapes

The high frequency barrier imposes a robustness
constraint on the compensator and the low frequency

Fhgure 4 Integrators Placed in the Control barrier imposes the command following and distur-
bance rejection requirements.

The third step of the design process is deter-
We define the augmentation dynamics by a(s), mining the compensator transfer function matrix,

whose state space description is K(s), that will provide the desired singular values

of G(s)K(s). This step of the process is
up(s) =l c(s) ; ia(s) = I/s appropriately termed "loop shaping".

where each matrix is [4 x 41. The augmenting The Kalman Filter (KF) methodology is first
integrator dynamics are added to the 8t m order applied to the nominal design model. This produces
system producing a 1 2th order system. Note that a transfer matrix KF(s) that has the desired
the physical input to the plant is labelled 2p(s) singular value loop shapes; thus is called the
to distinguish it from the output of the compen- "target design". A distinction is noted in this
sator ac(s). Although the augmentation dynamics procedure, however, because the KF theory is
G(s) will eventually be lumped with the compen- applied in a specific manner which is not to be
sator, they are kept separate until the LQG/LTR confused with optimal state estimation.
procedure is complete.

To determine the requirements of K(s), the i(t) = A x(t) + B u(t)
overall loop transfer function of the closed loop (6)
system is analyzed, where y(t) = C x(t)

(s)=_+G(s)K(s) 1Jd(s)+If IG(s)K(s) I G(s)K(s)r(s). This description is modified to reflect the

(5) (fictitious) process and measurement noises

For good command following, y(s) ~ r(s), and for
disturbance rejection, the effect of d(s) must be x(t) = A x(t) + L 6(t) (7)
kept small. If the minimum singular value of
G(s)K(s) is large with respect to unity at frequen- y(t) = C x(t) + @(t),
cies below crossover, both of these requirements
can be met. Likewise, for frequencies above
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where: --o] C L
_t) - process white noise with I intensity

matrix

9(t) - measurement white noise with 1_ inten- sI-A = 1 , and
sity matrix. -- 

The design parameters A and L are used to produce
the desired loop shapes of the transfer matrix I/s O

aF(s) where [sI-A]- - [ -_ / s-

(s) - C[s - A]-1 H (9) _ ] s [

H - (1//i)Z£C' , (10) At low frequencies, sI-Ap - and

and Z is the solution to the Filter Algebraic Ip p Since p has distinct and non-

Riccatti Equation (FARE) zero eigenvalues, _p-l exists. We now partition
the L matrix into Li and L2, where L1 will be

0 - AE + A' + LL' - (1//i)C'CZ. selected for matching the singular values at low
AL -- LA'-+ LL'- _____ frequency and L2 will be selected for matching the

For a specific value of p, the transfer matrix singular values at high frequency.

GF(S) can be approximated quite readily. Since at
high and low frequencies s = jw, we have the Forming FOL(S) for low frequencies,

approximation (2), (3) G (s C[sI-A] 1L
_-FOL

G F(s) (L/J- )GFoL(s ) for CGs_ ]o-L

EFOL(S) = C[sI - A]- L, then (12) -FOL() u $ ] -1

-1-1
ai 19 Fs) " l/7)t[FO)] ]Cp s X - i l~p.El/s - Cpp 1L2 (13)

then the L matrix (design parameter) can be chosen
in a way to produce the desired loop shapes and A

can then be used to adjust the singular values up It is now seen that the singular values can be

or down to meet the required crossover frequency matched at low frequencies if we select the matrix

specifications. i as follows:

As long as EA,L] is stabilizable and [A,C] is [ -1B -1(14)

detectable, then any choice of p and L will provide
the following guaranteed properties for the "target At high frequencies, s_-1p ~ sI, and

design" aF(s): [s-,-Ap I/s. Forming GFOL(s) for high frequen-
ci.es,

1. closed loop stable I/s O

2. robustness and performance guarantees: GFOL(s) [O L P] / 2 I/ L2

mkin i +
i.F

(s ) ] > 1 .pBpL1/s 2 + _CpL2/s

ominL + -F- I(s )] > 1/2 The singular values can now be matched at high fre-

3. infinite upward gain margin quencies if we select L2 as follows:
3. infinite upward gain margin -2

4. 6 dB downward gain margin L2 (15)

o5. ±60' phase marginssince as s + X, 1/s > 1/s , and the second term
dominates the maximum singular values.

In our design, we decided to select L so that The above method for constructing the L matrix

all singular values of the target design GKF(ji) provides the designer with a guarantee of identical
are identical at low and high frequencies, thus behavior of the Kalman Filter loop singular values

hoping that all singular values will cross at about at both high and low frequencies. However, this

the same frequency. To find the numerical value of method does not provide an opportunity to directly

L that will accomplish this we proceed as follows. control the shape of the singular values at

crossover.
Recall that G(s) = Gp(s)Ga(s), and define

Once the L matrix is determined, the design
G(s) = C[sI - A]-B, where parameter A is used to move the singular value

plots up or down to obtain the desired crossover
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frequency. Then we can solve the FARE and calcu- Description of the Active Roll Control Design
late iKF(s). The final value of p that we used for
the model during the Kalman Filter design process In the active roll control design we used all
was A - 4. four available controls, namely the (scaled) bow,

rudder, and differential stern plane deflections.
The fourth and final step of the LQG/LTR design These four independent control variables can be

process involves the "recovery" of the target used to command the four (scaled) outputs, i.e.,
design «RF(s) by the compensated plant transfer roll angle, pitch angle, yaw rate, and depth rate.
matrix G(s)K(s). This is done by solving the
Control Algebraic Riccatti Equation (CARE) The outcome of the LQG/LTR design for this

system is summarized in the singular value plots of
0 - -KA - A'K - qC'C + KBB'K, for q > 0. (16) Figure 7. Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show how the spe-

cific choice of the design matrix L impacts the

Using the design parameter q, we solve for the K "target design"; notice that at both high and low
matrix, and determine the control gain matrix frequencies all singular values are essentially the

same, and that the crossover frequencies are in the

G = B'K . (17) same ballpark, as desired. Comparison of Figures
7(d) and 7(e) illustrates how the LTR works. The

For a valid solution of the CARE, three conditions singular values of the LQG/LTR loop transfer func-
are necessary: tion matrix are very near those of the Kalman

filter loop until about I rad/sec. After that fre-
1. [,B] must be stabilizable, quency the singular values roll-off at -40 dB/dec

providing extra robustness to high-frequency model

2. [A,C] must be detectable, and errors and sensor noises.

3. The nominal design plant must not have The excellent command-following properties of

non-minimum phase zeros. this design become apparent from Figure 7(f) which
shows the singular values of the closed loop

Providing the plant is minimum phase (3), the system, from command inputs to outputs. Notice
singular values of G(s)K(s) converge to the singu- that all sinusoidal command inputs at frequencies
lar values of GKF(S) as the design parameter q + a. below 0.1 rad/sec are followed with minimal
Above crossover frequencies, additional rolloff is tracking error.
produced by the recovery phase, which further
enhances the high frequency robustness charac- Description of the Design Without Active Roll
teristics. As a result, the loop shape of GKF(s) Control
is approximately recovered, and the resulting
controller will have the desired performance If the stern planes are slaved together, then
characteristics. A value of q = 1000 was used for we only have three independent controls, i.e., bow,
our model. The minimum and maximum crossover fre- rudder, and stern control surface deflections.
quencies turned out to be 0.2 rad/sec and 0.5 Thus we can independently control three outputs,
rad/sec, respectively. i.e., pitch angle, yaw rate, and depth rate. We

cannot control directly the roll angle, and we must

When calculated using the above procedure, the accept whatever roll angle is generated.
Filter gain matrix H and the Control gain matrix G
define a special type of compensator known as an Figure 8 provides a summary of the LQG/LTR
LQG/LTR Compensator, designated as K(s). This con- design for this 3-input 3-output feedback control
pensator differs from other LQG compensators only system. Comparisons of Figures 7 and 8 shows that
in the manner in which G and H are calculated. The the resulting feedback system meets essentially the
state space description of the LQG/LTR compensator same specifications in the frequency domain as the
is 4-input 4-output design, except that we have lost

our ability to directly influence the roll angle.

z(t) = (A - BG - HC) z(t) - H e(t) (18)

u(t) = - G z(t) , (19)

and is shown pictorially in Figure 6.

I & I I

I I

Figure 6 State Space Description of the
LQG/LTR Design
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NONLINEAR SIMULATIONS The steady state stern planes angle is -0.75
°,

which indicates the stern planes are being used to
Introduction obtain the ordered pitch angle. Because the depth

rate is a result of the combination of pitch angle
The controller designs were tested using both and ship's speed, we observe the bow planes are

the linear and non-linear submersible simulations essentially being used to attain the ordered depth
to determine how closely the performance specifica- rate. In the roll control design, the ship
tions are met, and to test for instabilities in the obtained the ordered pitch angle rather quickly,
design. In both cases, the compensator designs thus, the bow planes are deflected in the opposite
were shown to be satisfactory. direction to limit the depth rate to -0.5 ft/sec.

Active Roll vs Non-roll Control Designs Hard Turning Maneuver

Having established the validity of the compen- This maneuver is for a commanded yaw rate of 3
sator design and the compensator software, it is deg/sec, and is provided to display the effects of
now necessary to demonstrate the performance control surface saturation. Referring to Figure
characteristics of the active roll control feedback 10, we observe a drop in ship's speed of almost
system to the equivalently designed system without 45%. Looking at the design with roll control, it
roll control capability. is observed that the ship initially rolls outward

approximately 8', then snaps inward at t - 14

Comparisons are shown for two simulations. The seconds. The maximum downward pitch angle reaches
first comparison is for a combined maneuver in 40 at t - 160 seconds, and starts to reduce by the
which step commands of I degree of pitch, 0.5 end of the run. The undesired depth loss in this
feet/second of depth rate, and 1 degree/second of case is 184 ft. The stern planes again deflect
yaw rate are provided to the feedback systems. The differentially to counteract the roll moment, but
second simulation is for a commanded yaw rate of 3 now, we observe the port stern planes are deflected
degrees/second, and provides additional insight at -3.90 at t = 200 seconds whereas the starboard
into the differences in the two compensators, and stern planes are deflected at 7.8

°. This indicates
the robustness of the compensator design. The that the stern planes, although deflecting dif-
interested reader can find more simulations in (1) ferentially for roll control, are also being
and (8). deflected to control the pitch angle. The bow pla-

nes are deflected at 6.25' in an attempt to mini-

In both simulations the commands are applied as mize depth rate. To maintain the ordered yaw rate,
ramped step inputs at t - 5 seconds. the rudder is deflected -27' at the end of the run.

Combined Maneuver Comparing the system without roll control, we
observe that the ship snap rolls. inboard 19', and

This maneuver is for step input commands of- pitch angle approaches -12'. The stern planes
zero roll angle, -0.5 ft/sec in depth rate, 1 deflect to limit depth rate. The bow planes,
deg/sec in yaw rate, and 1 degree in pitch. however, saturate in this run at t = 22 seconds.
Referring to Figure 9, we observe a 6% decrease in Up to this point, the ship's depth was maintained
the forward velocity. fairly well. As soon as the bow planes saturate,

the depth rate increases, causing the ship to lose

Looking first at the system with roll control, depth. This causes the stern planes to deflect in

it is observed that the errors in roll angle and the opposite direction in an attempt to minimize
yaw rate are damped by t = 40 seconds. The errors pitch angle and depth rate. At t = 25 seconds, the
in pitch and depth rate, however, are not damped pitch angle steadies, and starts to come off. At
until t = 140 seconds. By t = 200 seconds, the t = 108 seconds, the depth rate goes negative, and
ship has experienced a depth rise of 80 feet. The it is observed the bow planes come out of satura-
stern planes are deflected differentially to coun- tion. By t = 200 seconds, we observe that the roll
teract the roll moment, with a steady differential angle has been reduced to 8', maximum negative
deflection of 60. The bow planes are deflected at pitch angle is 7', depth rate is significantly
-1.5' to maintain the commanded depth rate, and the reduced, and none of the control surfaces are
rudder is deflected at -2' to maintain the com- saturated. Depth at the end of the run is 820
manded yaw rate. feet, which equates to an undesired depth loss of

320 feet, as compared to the roll control model's

Comparing the design without roll control, it depth loss of 184 feet.

is observed that the ship experiences a snap roll
of 10'. This roll angle causes a pitch angle of The purpose of this run was to demonstrate how
-2' which results in a large pitch error. In fact, different the submersible's trajectory is when the

at t = 200 seconds, there is still an error in control surfaces saturate, and the stability and
pitch of 0.5', or 50% of the commanded pitch angle. robustness of the design. . The numerical results
This also causes a -0.35 ft/sec depth rate instead demonstrate once more the beneficial consequences
of the commanded -.5 ft/sec. The net result of of active roll control resulting in significant
these errors is displayed in the depth of the ship. reduction to undesirable depth changes.
The depth rise in this design is 25 feet, instead
of 80 feet, as in the model with roll control.
Note here, that a depth rise of (190 x 0.5 =) 95 ft
is commanded.
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